
Central Station Area
A development framework for Göteborg

Vision, key projects & recommendations, 2013 Göteborg (S) 

In the central station area of Gothenburg today 
2 cities can be clearly identified:  The traditional 
center with its grid pattern, variety of building 
types and open spaces, human scale, permeability 
and mix of uses. And the second, a functional 
zone where traffic is optimized, dominated by 

embrace the water

reinforce the center

connect the city

strategic goals
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roads and the interstitial spaces inaccessible 
to any use. At the same time, the infrastructure 
prominence makes the city core quickly accessible 
from the region accessible, but not “usable”.

current situation central station area, dominated by infrastructure

proposal development framework 2040

The city is far from the river. Several physical 
barriers - the train tracks, the highway and 
tram viaducts - separate center and riverfront.  
Besides being physical barriers, the non-
efficient infrastructure also consumes valuable 
space on the heart of the Regional core. 

Today, the City of Gothenburg has great ambitions 
for the central station area. Many large-scale 
infrastructural projects are in planning, 
accompanied by a real-estate program to create 
a significant amount of new jobs and housing. 

The Planning Department of the City of 
Gothenburg consulted three (inter)national 
teams to analyze and criticize these plans and 
ambition, formulate an integral future vision and 
development framework for the station area.
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In order to offer a high level of flexibility 
in an urban context of rapid and rigorous 
transformation, a good strategy avoids fixed 
planning and strongly defined designs. On 
the other hand, there is an exigency of quality 
and characteristics related with the definition 

Le triangle = symbole de la 
convergence de 3 réalités 
assez divergentes

bijschrift dat vertelt over 
waat voor mooi plaatje dit 
nu weer is.

of the study area as the center point of the 
regional core. These expectations can only 
be realized if there is a clear framework, 
not only to the urban development, but also 
to all the projects with impact on the city. 
For that, the several infrastructure projects 

foreseen and the new ones have to perform 
in coherence with the urban visions.

To guarantee strong base elements to this 
framework, a “road map” is developed, addressing 
the subjects in a comprehensive and qualitative 

way.  Five elements are highlighted: The Hissingen 
bridge landing, Gullbergsvass boulevard, new 
eastern facade of Central Station, Riverlink across 
Nordstan and the Central Plaza and fine network. 

The individualization of these 5 key projects, 

schematic plan and section

pedestrian routes public space buildings

5 key-projects
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pas mal non? 
et comment 
tu trouve ce 
bijschrift?

strategically linking urban development, 
quality of the public spaces and infrastructure, 
allows all the actors involved in the planning 
process to harmonize their vision and 
refine their projects towards clear goals, in 
consonance with the higher goal to provide 

weer een mooi bijschrijft

a vibrant city core to Gothenburg.
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 Villa Zuid
Low-budget luxery

 villa #3 of 3, 2012 Noord-Brabant (NL)

context

concept sketches

A limited budget, yet strong demands for square 
meters, energy-efficiency and environmentally 
friendly materials: The design integrates 
these preconditions into a generous lay-out 
with a fairly rough yet tasteful aesthetics 
of unfinished concrete, recyclable low-



 Villa Zuid
Low-budget luxery

transmission polycarbonate and wood.  
The brightly lit entrance hall works as a lantern 
to the house, merging ground floor and upper 
floor with its double high semi-transparent 
facade and a stairs of mixed hardwood that winds 
around a prominently present steel column. 

north east facade

The main entrance door is positioned diagonally 
opposite the living room: when entering the 
house you’re being welcomed by a beautiful wide 
landscape panorama. By using a smart steel 
rod structure on the first floor, the bedroom is 
free-floating above the outside terras without 

a column such that the panorama on the 
Brabantse landscape can be fully enjoyed. 

With the use of three huge pivot-doors the 
continuous living space of the house can 
be playfully subdivided into a kitchen, a 

living and a study room, making the house 
much more flexible in meeting all the 
different requirements of its residents.  

ground floor and first floor plan



 Villa Zuid
Low-budget luxery

horizontal detail northeast facade

section



 Villa Zuid
Low-budget luxery

first floor / enrance hallstaircase (mixed harwood)

sections



 Villa Zuid
Low-budget luxery

weer een mooi bijschrijft

detail northeast facade with slender wooden slats and integrated sliding louvres

vertical detail window with sliding louvre
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Triangle de Gonesse
A Compact airport corridor for Paris

0 1 kmN 2 km

Corridor aéroportuaire Roissy-Le Bourget1 - 

Boulevard des échanges Charles de Gaulle2 - 

‘Axe des villes’ (est-ouest)3 - 

Boulevard des échanges
Axe est-ouest des échanges et de la logistique 
multimodale
Corridor aéroportuaire Roissy-Le Bourget
Axe de la connaissance et de l’innovation
Pôle Le Bourget
redéveloppement urbain mixte
Carex TGV
RER / Tangentielle Nord
Gare RER existante
Gare RER nouvelle
Gare Tangentielle
Projet du métro automatique 
Projet station de métro automatique
TCSP
Boulevard urbain, avenue du Parisis / 902a
Autoroute
Voirie structurante
Développement futur: voir carte détaillée p.40
Grand équipement culturel / formation / exposition / 
conférence / autres

trois axes stratégiques

1

2

3

34

long-term development strategy and urban masterplan, 2008 Paris (FR)

trois axes stratégiques

The airport corridor: the second green lung of Ile-de-France. 
Its southwestern counterpart around Versailles.

trois axes stratégiques

The Triangle de Gonesse is a strategic land 
reserve of 1000 ha, positioned between the 
airport of Charles-de-Gaulle and Le Bourget. The 
project proposes a very compact masterplan 
for the development of 2 million m2 of real 
estate, which allows for preserving the existing 

Le Triangle in the context of Greater Paris 
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A Compact airport corridor for Paris

landscape qualities. The concentration of all 
future development in the heart of the Triangle 
de Gonesse is part of the ambition to create an 
Airport Corridor between Charles-de-Gaulle and 
Le Bourget, a strong image and unique concept in 
the European context. Two new regional railway 

7
plan stratégique d’ensembleplan stratégique d’ensemble

7

The triangle: symbol of the convergence 
of three different realities

stations as well as a new lightrail establish 
the backbone of the urban development and 
create good connections with the surrounding 
villages and towns of Val d’ Oise and Seine Saint-
Denis. The highway crossing the masterplan is 
transformed into an urban boulevard, in order to 

achieve a superior quality of public space along 
the main road arteries. A campus-like technopole 
forms the core of the plan and contributes to the 
high level of differentiation of public spaces and 
innovative character of business environments 
offered by the project. Preserving large parts of 

the agricultural landscape of the Triangle, and 
transforming it towards local food production,will 
create added value in economic investment, 
improve quality of life for the local inhabitants 
and finally establish the airport area of Charles-
de-Gaulle as a second green sector for Paris. The 
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Roissy-Porte du Monde
Porte d’entrée de l’aéroport
Coeur du Triangle
Zone de densification centrale
ZAC Sud CdG
Roissypôle 
PIEX

Les quatre projets principaux du plan de référence du Triangle de Gonesse et leur relation avec les développements (économiques et paysagers) 
en cours:
« Roissy-Porte du Monde » au nord, le « Carré Vert » au centre, le « Cœur du Triangle », et les « Buttes Saint Simon » au Sud.

Plan de référence 
les projets principaux

76

les projets principaux

22
plan d’aménagement

project has been appreciated for its focus on 
sustainable development and its reflections 
on a stronger articulation of the metropolitan 
poles of Le Bourget and Charles-De-Gaulle.

Groupement

Güller Güller - DHV - EBP - PvB

EPA Plaine de France

Version préliminaire 
12 decembre 2011

Précision du projet urbain

Groupement Güller Güller – DHV – EBP – PaulvanBeek
c/o Güller Güller architecture urbanism
Westblaak 53  - 3012 KD - Rotterdam - Pays Bas
 tél. : +31 (0)10 270 95 00 - fax: +31 (0)10 270 90 90 - www.ggau.net

Analyse detaillée de la 
gare du métro TdG

DOCUMENT INTERNE
A NE PAS DIFFUSER

Le Coeur du Triangle
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 Grand Paris II
rethink the city at a metropolitan scale

Hypothèse: la couronne intermédiaire

COMMENT HABITER LE GRAND PARIS
INTENSIFICATION DIFFUSION Comment habiter le Grand Paris?

L’Atelier international du Grand Paris (AIGP) is an 
association of public and private organisations. 
It was created in February 2010 by the 
initiative of Nicolas Sarkozy.  The Mission of 
this ‘atelier’ is to lead the research around and 
for le Grand Paris. The culture of the project 

En réponse aux ambitions 
du SDRIF 2012

En réponse aux développements actuels 
dans la zone intermédiaire

En raison de son potentiel immanent

Argumentation pour une orientation sur la couronne intermédiaire

1.

2.

3.

structure

La ligne d’argumentation pointe sur trois indices:

Studies, prospective analyzes and research related to issues of Greater Paris , 2013 Paris 
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rethink the city at a metropolitan scale

36 «Transitions, habiter les intermédiaires» TVK - Güller Güller - ACADIE / Commande «Habiter le Grand Paris» AIGP mars 2013

Impensé 5

Le GPE crée donc une accessibilité 
nouvelle à la métropole dans son ensemble

Gains 
d’accessibilité 

dans la profondeur 
du secteur

Gain d’accessibilité et 
d’autonomie des secteurs 
de deuxième couronne

Accessibilité radiale

40 «Transitions, habiter les intermédiaires» TVK - Güller Güller - ACADIE / Commande «Habiter le Grand Paris» AIGP mars 2013

Impensé 7

Une valorisation réciproque des espaces 
naturels et bâtis pour conserver l’équilibre

Intensifier la ville dans 
les espaces intermédiaires

Renforcer la 
couronne verte

Intensité Qualité

+
+

+
+

+

et

Intensifier la ville dans les espaces intermédiaires pour 
renforcer la couronne verte

32 «Transitions, habiter les intermédiaires» TVK - Güller Güller - ACADIE / Commande «Habiter le Grand Paris» AIGP mars 2013

South London Housing, Credit: Mike Newitt 
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densification ambitieuse

densité modeste

South London Housing, Credit: Mike Newitt 

Petite Couronne / Paris
Greater London / Londres

Impensé 3

La rupture des densités centre/périphérie : 
une perte de potentiel

 
Comment et où habiter ?
Le récit de la « ville compacte » sous-estime un espace essentiel, pourtant immense, 

de la métropole. Par rapport à d’autres métropoles européennes comme Londres (alias 

« la métropole verte »), la densité actuelle de population du Grand Paris révèle de forts 

contrastes : extrêmement dense dans le cœur, pour fléchir très rapidement jusqu’à 

atteindre de très faibles densités en bordure de la Petite Couronne (10/15 km).

Les densités du Grand Londres varient modérément sur l’ensemble du territoire avec 

une prégnance des densités moyennes dans la couronne verte (15-30 km du centre ?). 

En revanche, la métropole parisienne semble manquer de densités moyennes entre 

l’A86 et la Francilienne. C’est ce que confirme l’analyse des densités de logements le 

long des lignes RER : soit moins de 25 logements/ha (nappe pavillonnaire) ou plus de 75 

logements/ha (par exemple pour les grands ensembles).

is to rethink the city at a metropolitan scale. 
The role of the AIGP is to extend research and 
action at this scale. It relies on a scientific 
council formed by fifteen multidisciplinary 
teams of the international consultation 
lead by architects and urban planners.

Une valoristation réciproque 
des espaces naturels et bâtis 

pour conserver l‘équilibre

The thematic question ‘Comment habiter le 
Grand Paris?’ is raised by the AIGP in response 
to the governmental ambition to construct 
70.000 new homes annually, concentrated 
around the future Grand Paris Express 
metro line. ‘ Habiter les intermédiaires’  is a 

controversial response for a more diffusive 
housing distribution (relocated the couronne 
verte) to provoke a discussion on the essence of               
‘sustainability’ in the compact city-ideology. 
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Cela pose non seulement la question d’ « où habiter ? », mais aussi de « comment 

habiter ? » : La répartition des objectifs de densification, proposée par le SDRIF, semble 

accentuer davantage les fortes différences de densité dans la région métropolitaine et 

néglige un énorme potentiel de logements (susceptible de compenser le manque actuel) 

qui offrirait à l’intérieur même de la métropole un bon niveau de services et un cadre 

naturel et serein.

La rupture des densités 
centre/périphérie: 
une perte de potentiel

Habiter les intermédiaires!
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 2010 Villa Noord
Living on the edge

Villa #2 of 3 , 2010 Noord-Brabant (NL)

context

The house is situated on the edge of a sharp 
bend in the stream the Leij. It’s footprint is 
folded around the bend creating an intense 
relation between the interior of the house, the 
water and the Brabantse coulissen landscape. 



 2010 Villa Noord
Living on the edge

The design combines different spatial and 
functional concepts providing different ways 
of use, at¬mospheres and views without losing 
its overall spatial coherence. In contrast to the 
complex design process and execution, the house 
offers a natural and quite beauty, which can be 

detail southwest facade: white-beige concrete

enjoyed by its inhabitants every day of the year.

A closed brass cladded box with private functions 
on the first floor loosely defines an intimate 
living place underneath amidst the virtually 
endless Brabantse coulissen landscape. 

From the north-west street side the house the 
interior of the house seems hidden behind a 
window¬less façade, while at the more private 
south-east side the interior is fully exposed 
and merges with terrace and landscape.

From the studio behind the 2-storey high 
concrete wall a gracious rainwater flow can 
be enjoyed, run¬ning from the top roof over 
the sloping concrete slab under the steel steps, 
the concrete loggia floor, the gutter on top 
of the terrace screen and finally spewed into 

southeast facade: wheathered brass plating

southeast facade and section



 2010 Villa Noord
Living on the edge

pas mal non? 

floor plans

the water basin of the ground floor terrace.

A hidden door in the living room leads 
to a gently sloping wooden stairs to the 
more private ‘cockpit’ of the house with 
bed- and bathroom. From here a dramatic 

long view into the landscape is sharply 
framed by walls, floor and ceiling.

With the colors and textures of natural 
stone, sandblasted concrete and weathered 
brass plating façade materials the house is 

a unique and character-full object and still 
perfectly fitting in its rural context. 

living room

first floor with loggia



 2010 Villa Noord
Living on the edge

pas mal non? 

et comment 
tu trouve ce 
bijschrift?

weer een mooi bijschrijft

collage facade southwest

section over loggia and stairs to roofsection over loggia and main entrance
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Airport Garden City
A co-creative sustainable businesspark

Masterplan and Beeldkwaliteitsplan, 2010 Lelystad (NL)

Due to it’s strategic location close to the 
motorway, train stations and  the regional 
Airport, the municipalities of Lelystad and Almere 
have formulated the ambition to transform 
the existing business park Larserpoort into a 
high-quality and sustainable business park. 

branding & sustainability principles 



Airport Garden City
A co-creative sustainable businesspark

An urban plan and beeldkwaliteitsplan 

set out the spatial framework for the first 
phase of the development until 2020.

structural plan

trees in AGC: identity, sustainability and aesthetics

Pioneering, exploring, freedom, space and 
co-creation are characteristics which are 
deeply rooted in the short history of the man-
made landscape of the Flevopolder and with 
which the Flevopolder distinguishes itself.

These characteristics are reflected in the 
urban plan en beeldkwaliteitsplan: instead 
of using a  traditional restrictive aesthetic 
regime, the plan only stages a few but strong 
landscape, urban and architectonic elements, 
creating a strong structure that provides 

identity and orientation, but at the same 
time leaves freedom and space for individual 
and collective initiative and experiment.

Part of development of Airport Garden 
city is the conservation of big parts of 

the use of trees in AGC: 
to construct, to produce energy and to neutralise CO2-emmision



Airport Garden City
A co-creative sustainable businesspark

the existing agricultural area, incl. the 
agricultural business (farming). 

 The large scale agricultural production could 
transform itself in Lelystad along two lines: as 
a form of innovative agriculture, with a focus 

main programmatic structural elements

on the development of knowledge like new 
production techniques. Or as a form of adaptive 
agriculture: smaller, cleaner, healthier. 
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 Cahier van de stedelijke autosnelweg
 How city and motorway correlate

Commissioned by the State Advisor for 
Infrastructure Jan Brouwer this book researches 
the complex relationship between city and 
motorway. The ‘Cahier of the urban motorway’ 
provides a platform for a discussion about the 
relationship between car use, urbanity and the 

 comprehensive research and publication, 2008 Den Haag (NL)

b a p s ’  a r c h i t e c t s 
Jacques Beljaars & Marsel Verheijde 
www.baps.nl



 Cahier van de stedelijke autosnelweg
 How city and motorway correlate

motorway, and how the experience of the motorist 
as inhabitant of this main public space should get 
shaped. In the design theory of rural archetypes 
of the motorway - the American Parkway 
and the German Autobahn - the perception of 
the motorist has always been a key factor.

But the theoretical development of the urban 
motorway has come to a complete standstill 
due to the domination of environmental 
legislation. Thus the highway is driven behind 
noise screens or preferably made harmless 
underground. The legislation blocks thinking 

about other, more contemporary and positive 
visions of city and mobility, as they provide 
an alibi to all design disciplines involved in 
urban planning and highway design not having 
to (jointly) reconsider their attitudes to the 
car (compact city versus safe flow). While it 

is precisely them who should boost design 
theory. Theory and new spatial visions refresh 
the disciplines of urban design and planning, 
in which (auto) mobility should be a central, 
key factor. This allows us to better understand 
the spatial reality of the ‘homo mobilis’.



Airport City Zürich Kloten
Tri-polar development around a green heart

long-term development stategy and urban masterplan, 2008 Paris (FR)

tri-polar deveopment

trois axes stratégiques

The town of Kloten is just next to the 
international airport of Zürich. But today they 
are complete different and separate 2 worlds. 
For the two worlds, city and airport, and for 
their common planning project area in Kloten, 
we establish a goal: a fruitful coexistence. If 



Airport City Zürich Kloten
Tri-polar development around a green heart

in Europe such coexistence is possible, then 
is it here - where the airport city on a highly 
concentrated area shared with the town center 
can exist, where city and airport are on the same 
neighborhood and with excellent connection 
possiblity, and where the overlaps on space 

phasing

public transport

requirement can be used for common high-
quality developments.This fruitful coexistence 
is made possible, deepened and consolidated by 
three strategic components:A three-polar shared 
urban airport cityThe Airport City Zürich Kloten 
consists of three complementary poles: around 

the terminals and the train station of the airport, 
the one at the station of Kloten and next to its 
town centre and the one around the multimodal 
station at Balsberg.On these polarities a mix of 
functions, local and international ones, would 
take place. The coexistence and good placement 

regarding the urban tissue of several activities 
like offices, culture, housing, shopping, training 
and health- research will fulfill the space around 
the main transportation nodes and the urban 
centrality.A qualified open space on the middle 
of the 3 polesThe 3 polar Airport City will have 

section over airport and green heart



Airport City Zürich Kloten
Tri-polar development around a green heart

a linking element which gives unity, linkages 
and quality to the overall strategy. A green 
heart, which can be more than a green space 
also an active zone for activities, linked to the 
city of Kloten, to the working environments of 
Balsberg and to the Airport City. It will act also 

like adding a branding image to all the Airport 
City environment.a simple and clear development 
structure in the 3 polesThe spatial linkages of 
the 3 poles are made by an integral network 
of public transportation and slow traffic lines. 
Public spaces next to the main hubs will fill with 

urbanity the core of the poles, and typological 
variety will make sure coexistence of uses and 
adaption to a dynamic development reality. 

catalogue of building typologies
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Science Port Holland
A bipolar sience park around a natural reserve

Regional strategy and masterplan,  2010 Delft/Rotterdam (NL)

trois axes stratégiques

context: on the edges of delft and Rotterdam

trois axes stratégiques

Science Port Holland is an international Centre 
of Excellence for High Tech knowledge exchange 
and innovation, located in the Rotterdam-Delft 
region  It includes two locations: Technopolis 
in the South of Delft and Schieveen in the North 
of Rotterdam. Between both locations lies the 

concept plan

Selectie referentieprojecten – Güller Güller architecture urbanism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Regionale Ontwikkelingsstrategie Science Port Holland. 
Het innovatief gebruik van het open, voornamelijk agrarische tussengebied Midden Delfland 

speelt een sleutelrol in de ontwikkeling van Technopolis en Schieveen tot Science Port Holland. 
 



Science Port Holland
A bipolar sience park around a natural reserve

open green landscape of Midden Delfland. The 
economic objective is to jointly develop a gross 
floor area of 1.2 million m2 with a focus on the 
clusters Clean Technology and Life Sciences.

 

cluster profile

structural elements

The commision was to draw up a regional 
strategy for the development of a leading science 
park with an international standard and a unique 
identity. Subsequently the regional strategy has 
been worked-out into a master plan which sets 
out a solid and coherent framework for the long-

term development of all 3 area’s: Technopolis, 
Schieveen and the open green landscape. 

The regional strategy and masterplan 
serve as input for urban planning, 
architecture and landscape design of the 
areas involved and provides an initial 
indication of the facilities to be included.

structural plan



Science Port Holland
A bipolar sience park around a natural reserve

building typologies
quantities & densities

The open landscape between Technopolis 
and Schieveen will serve as a showcase for 
Science Port Holland; specific activities, which 
belong to the core business of the clusters, can 
be observed by a large audience. In addition, 
a land art project will be launched in the 

possible scenario 2035

intermediate area underlining the special nature 
of the Science Port Holland business parks. 
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 Block 22 a/b IJburg
housing on an artificial island in Amsterdam

appartments and terraced housing, 2003 Amsterdam (NL)

IJburg, Amsterdam

Block 22a/b  on the Big Harbor Island consists of 
apartments and single-family houses designed 
by two different architects. The apartments 
are situated on both ends of the block. The 
single- family houses of both architects are 
randomly placed between both ends, so the 

Block 22 a/b

facade waterside



 Block 22 a/b IJburg
housing on an artificial island in Amsterdam

block as whole looks as the sum of individual 
houses. This appearance is being strengthened 
by the vertical lay-out of the facade design.  

Part of the apartment section is raised to 
create an tranquil inner courtyard which 

floor plans

street facade

gives access to the apartments and to 
three set-back single-family houses which 
are placed on the edge of the water.

A parking garage underneath provides 
direct access to apartments and houses.

The height of the water side of the block 
is significantly lower then street level. 
The private outdoor spaces of the houses 
therefore have a ‘belverdere’ terrace and a 
lower garden close to the water surface.  

section



 Block 22 a/b IJburg
housing on an artificial island in Amsterdam

courtyard  with familyhouses

apartments and courtyard

overview block 22a/b

with / for:


